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Abstract
A higher-order phase-dithering technique that reduces the complexity of digital sinusoid generation is presented and analyzed. In order phase dithering, denoting the addition of M independent, uniformly distributed to the sinusoid phase prior to word-length reduction. Spurious harmonics due to quantization effects are accelerated from the usual -6dB per phase bit to -6(M + 1) dB per phase bit, while the noise power increases linearly in h. For a given spurious specification, higher-order phase dithering permits the use of fewer phase bits than the non-dithered system, resulting in an exponential reduction in look-up table size, dramatically decreasing system complexity.

1 Introduction
Phase dithering is a useful way to reduce the complexity of digital sinusoid generators [1]. The addition of dither [2], [3] prior to a reduction in the phase word length permits the retention of fewer phase bits to maintain a given spurious specification. Since the phase is used to specify an address in systems using an amplitude look-up table, the use of fewer phase bits results in an exponential reduction in memory. This can provide substantial savings in VLSI implementations. Complexity is also greatly reduced in systems that use algorithms instead of look-up tables to produce output amplitude samples.

Phase-dithered digital sinusoid generators in digital signal processing applications produce the same effects as frequency synthesizers with phase noise in analog applications. While the savings in VLSI complexity are obtained at the expense of increased system noise, overall degradation is modest in high-bandwidth systems where complexity reductions are most keenly appreciated. The increased system noise is also a minor concern in applications that process all but the highest signal-to-noise ratio inputs.

This paper presents a new approach to phase dithering. The dither signal is constructed by summing M independent sequences of i.i.d. variates. Each variate is uniformly distributed over one quantization interval, e.g., [0, A) or [-A/2, A/2), where A = 2 b, and b is the number of bits used to represent the phase after word-length reduction. This signal is referred to as an Mth order dither signal because its characteristic function has Mth order zeros at non-zero integer multiples of 2/. This approach includes the method of [4] as a special case where M = 1 and also treats higher-order dithering where M > 1.

2 General Analysis
The overall noise and the spurious performance are the two figures of merit in a phase-dithered digital sinusoid generator that are considered here. Amplitude quantization effects are ignored, try assuming a sufficiently large number of bits are used to represent each amplitude sample. Work has been done treating both amplitude and phase dithering [4], for which it has been noted that phase dithering provides greater complexity savings than amplitude dithering since the look-up table size grows exponentially in the number of phase bits and only linearly in the number of amplitude bits. In practice, dither signal constraints can be relaxed to allow for simple generator structures amenable to VLSI implementation. Such structures are presented in a later section.

It is desired to find the variance of the noise introduced by Mth order phase dithering. Let x[i] = cos(2πφ[i]) represent a digital sinusoid that has been generated by a system using Mth order phase dithering. Note that amplitude quantization effects are being ignored. The normalized phase signal is written as φ[i] = φ[i] + c[i], where φ[i] is the ideal phase signal and c[i] is the quantization noise signal. The normalized phase sequence is the digital signal from which the system constructs the amplitude sequence, x[i]. The normalized phase signal is generated by quantizing the sum of the ideal phase signal and an Mth order dither signal, z[i]. The dither signal, z[i], is an i.i.d. sequence constructed by summing M independent variates, each uniformly distributed over one quantization interval. The quantization interval is defined by the quantizer that the normalized phase sequence emerges from. This type of a quantizer system is called a “Poisson-subtractive dither system” and was studied in detail by Gray and Stockham.
who showed that the quantization noise signal is white with variant \( \epsilon_n \) where \( (M+1)\Delta^2 \) defines the error due to phase dithering to be \( \epsilon_n \). Using small angle approximations and following the analysis of [1], the error due to phase dithering is easily shown to be a white noise, with small error due to phase dithering. Since the noise power is white, it is often tolerable in wideband systems.

The spurious performance of the phase dithered system is found by considering the autocorrelation function, \( E\{x[n]x[n+m]\} \), where \( E\{\cdot\} \) denotes the expectation operator and the lag \( m \) is non-zero. Since the lag is non-zero, \( x[n] \), and \( x[-1+m] \) are independent because the dither signal, \( \phi[n] \), is i.i.d. The autocorrelation function becomes the product of two expectations and it suffices to consider the “expected waveform,” \( E\{x[n]\} \), to obtain spectral information. Since the dither signal and the quantization error are \( O(A) \) and \( A \) is small in practice, we can expand the output, \( x[n] \), in a Taylor series about \( \epsilon[n] = 0 \):

\[
x[n] = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \frac{(2\pi)^k \phi[n]}{k!} (2\phi[n]),
\]

where \( f^{(k)}(\cdot) \) denotes the \( k \)th derivative of the function \( f(\cdot) = \cos(2\pi \cdot) \). The \( k \)th term in the expansion is proportional to the quantization noise signal raised to the \( k \)th power. To evaluate the expected waveform, we take the expected value of the Taylor series:

\[
E\{x[n]\} = \cos(2\pi \epsilon[n]) + \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{(2\pi)^k E\{\epsilon[k]\} f^{(k)}(2\phi[n])}{k!}.
\]

It was shown by Gray and Stockham [3] that the first \( M \) moments of the quantization noise, \( \epsilon[n] \), are independent of the “desired” signal, \( \phi[n] \). Therefore, each of the first \( M \) terms in the above sum over \( k \) can be written as a constant times either \( \cos(2\pi \epsilon[n]) \) or \( \sin(2\pi \epsilon[n]) \). Since each of these terms has frequency support only where the desired sinusoid, \( \cos(2\pi \epsilon[n]) \), has support, these terms do not generate spurious harmonics. The first \( M \) terms make the effective amplitude of the ideal portion of the output signal, \( x[n] \), different from unity. The difference is small, however, because the largest of the first \( M \) terms is \( O(A) \).

The \((M+1)^{th}\) moment of the quantization noise will generally be dependent on the ideal phase signal, \( \phi[n] \), which is a periodic sawtooth signal. Therefore, the \((M+1)^{th}\) moment is generally periodic and gives rise to spur signals which are scaled by \( \frac{2\pi}{(M+1)} \) and amplitude modulated by the sinusoid \( f(M+1)/(2\pi \phi[n]) \). Since \( \epsilon[n] \) is \( O(A) \), its \((M+1)^{th}\) moment is \( O(\Delta^M) \). Therefore, the maximum spur power is \( O(\Delta^M) \), giving the \( 6(M+1) \) dB per phase bit result. In order to tighten the bound on the maximum spur power, the following section considers the constant term in the order expression \( O(\Delta^M) \).

3 Tight Performance Bounds for Specific-Order Dithering

While the theoretical bounds derived in the preceding section demonstrate the fundamental -6(\(M+1\)) dB per phase bit spurious performance for \( \Delta^M \)-order phase-dithered systems, comparison with the results for first-order dithering presented in [1] indicates that the actual spurious performance is significantly better. By examining the expected waveform as a power series in the quantization noise, and directly analyzing the second moment of the quantization noise, the worst-case spurious performance was found to be \( \Delta^3/16 \), or 7.84 - 12.04 dB, for b-bit phase after first-order dithering.

Specific higher-order dither cases can be analyzed using the same techniques as those for first-order. For second-order dithering, consider the third moment of the quantization noise, \( \epsilon^3[n] \). If the dither is the sum of two uniformly-distributed \([0, A]\) random variates, then it will have the following probability density function:

\[
f(r) = \frac{2}{\Delta} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
p[n] & \text{for } 0 < r < \Delta A/2 \\
(2 - r)/\Delta & \text{for } \Delta A/2 < r < 2\Delta A.
\end{array} \right.
\]

This dither variate is added to the phase value, and the result is truncated to a b-bit value. For each phase sample value, \( \phi[n] \), the quantization noise at a given time, \( \epsilon[n] \), has a well-defined, discretely-distributed random variate. In second-order dithering, the quantization noise has three possible values:

\[
\epsilon[n] = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
-p[n] & \text{with probability } (1 - p), \\
-p[n] & \text{with probability } 1 - p - p^2/2, \\
-p[n] & \text{with probability } p^2/2.
\end{array} \right.
\]

where \( p[n] = (\phi[n] \mod A)/A \), the quantization error for non-dithered truncation normalized to \( A = 1 \).

A little algebra confirms that \( E\{\epsilon[n]\} \) and \( E\{\epsilon^3[n]\} \) are, as predicted by theory, independent of the input phase, as well as indicating that \( \epsilon[n] \) for this truncation implementation should be biased to counteract the nonzero, constant value of \( E\{\epsilon[n]\} \). Further algebra gives the following result for the third moment of the quantization noise:

\[
\]

Over the valid range of \( p[n] \), \( 0 < p[n] < 1 \), the values of \( E\{\epsilon^3[n]\} \) are tightly constrained so that 0.45A < \( E\{\epsilon^3[n]\} < 0.55A \). This gives the peak-to-peak variation of any periodic component of the quantization noise sequence as \( < 0.1 \) A. Following the analysis of [1] for first-order dithering, the second-order dithered system’s spurious performance can be bounded more closely as:

\[
SpSR < \left[ \frac{(2\pi \Delta)^2}{6 \Delta^2} \right]^2 = 0.3 - 18.16 \text{ dB}.
\]
where $SpSR$ is the ratio of the power in the maximum spur component to the power in the desired sinusoidal signal. It is not known whether this bound is achieved as it is in the first-order dithered system, but simulation examples shown in Section 5 indicate that it is tight within 1 dB.

Similar specific-order analysis can be performed for higher-order dithered systems, as design requirements are formed, after using the simpler $6(M+1)$ dBr per phase bit bound to give the approximate dither order required.

4 Performance and Complexity

The following comparison demonstrates the circuitry complexity savings of higher-order phase dithering over no phase dithering and first-order phase dithering. It is desired to have better than $-90$ dBr spurious performance when the clock rate is 100 MHz. This high level of spectral purity is desired for radio-science applications in NASA's Deep Space Network, as well as for use with high-resolution, high-dynamic range spectrum analyzers such as those in [5].

An often used and simple method of generating a sample of a sinusoid from a phase sample is to use a look-up table. The circuit complexity of a look-up table is exponential in the number of phase bits used, requiring $2^n$ entries, even when quadrantal symmetries are employed. Achieving $-90$ dBr spurious performance without phase dithering requires 17 bits of phase as input to a look-up table, and often requires the use of arithmetic algorithms which involve multi-bit multipliers. By incorporating one additional adder and a pseudorandom number generator to the unwithered system, a first-order phase-dithered sinusoid generator requires only 9 look-up phase bits for better than $-90$ dBr performance, a reduction in complexity of a factor of 256. Using two pseudorandom number generators and two additional adders over the undithered system, second-order phase dithering requires only 5 look-up phase bits to achieve $-90$ dBr performance. Section 5 will show that a simple, linear feedback shift register (LFSR) pseudorandom number generator will suffice. The resulting second-order phase dithering system memory consists of only 8 entries when quadrantal symmetries are used; in contrast to the 32,768 entries that a system with no phase dithering would require, as shown in Table 1. Also shown in the table is the penalty paid in the dithered systems: a white noise power level modulated onto the sinusoid which increases in power 6 dB with each reduced bit, and linearly with the order of the dither.

Table 1: System Comparison:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Dither</th>
<th>Look-up</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Noise Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>phase</td>
<td>bits</td>
<td>phase</td>
<td>entries</td>
<td>Spectral Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>-173.8 dBc/Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>-124.2 dBc/Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-97.0 dBc/Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The noise power spectral density of the second-order phase-dithered system is higher than the phase noise density of economically priced analog frequency synthesizers. In addition, when used as part of a direct digital frequency synthesizer (DDS), the noise power produced by scell-d order dithering to 5 bits is greater than the quantization noise introduced by 8 bit digital-to-analog conversion, regardless of sampling rate. As a result, second-order dithering down to 8 bits might be used in a high-performance DDS system, resulting in phase-spur performance that vastly exceeds our example requirement, yet giving a table size half that of the first-order dithered system that just meets the requirement.

Because of the significant noise penalty, second-order dithering down to the minimum number of bits required is considered useful mainly for high-rate applications in which coarse resolution digital-to-analog converters, e.g., less than 5 bits, are used, or to reduce complexity in those applications where noise power spectral density requirements on the NCO are 100SC.

In applications where one can tolerate the level of noise introduced by using second-order phase dithering, it makes sense to amplitude dither the resulting sinusoidal values to reduce the word length to be equal to the reduced phase word length. The amplitude dithering technique is the straightforward additional of a uniformly distributed $[0, A]$ variate, as described in [4]. This will add a white noise component of variance $A^2$, which reduces the signal-to-noise ratio by only 0.07 dB. For the $-90$ dBr example given, a reduction from 16 amplitude bits to 5 amplitude bits would save 59% of the complexity of data path and input/output hardware; if the sinusoid is multiplied digitally, savings in multiplier complexity would be much greater.

5 Practical Dither Generation

In practical systems, a pseudorandom number sequence is substituted for the i.i.d. dither sequence used in the analysis. One class of sequence generators of particular interest are the LFSR pseudonoise (PN) sequence generators. These generators are easily implemented, requiring only a shift register and a few XOR gates, and yet they generate bit streams with quite good randomness relative to Golumb's randomness postulates [6]. However, the LFSR PN generators produce periodic dither sequences, which makes them not strictly i.i.d. For proper randomness, the generators of each uniform deviate added into the higher-order phase dither variate need to be initialized to different states.

As one might expect, the use of a periodic dither sequence, random within a period, produces a periodic term in the quantization error. This, in turn, will introduce spurious content to the digital sinusoid generated. Such a random, periodic dither sequence with period $I$, has a power spectrum consisting of a series of impulses, evenly spaced in frequency, each having equal power. Using the total noise power derived earlier, the resulting spur powers are each less than or equal to $(M+1)^n\times A^2$, where $M$ is the order of the dither. Thus, for a specified spurious level and dither order, the minimum required LFSR length can be determined. Since the period of the sequence, $I$, is
exponentially related to the LFSR length, $L = 2^i - 1$. Designs with reasonable length LFSR PN generators, ($i = 20 - 30$), will suffice even for very high spectral purity applications.

6 Design Example

The block diagram of a digital sinusoid generator incorporating second-order dithering is shown in Figure 1. The dramatic reduction in lookup table size and arithmetic complexity enabled by the use of second-order dithering makes this -90 dBc spur-free NCO easily implementable in VLSI. The second-order phase dither produces a digital sinusoid contaminated with periodic noise, white to a level of -90 dBc, at a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB. Such a digital sinusoid generator is useful as a local oscillator in high-rate (> 100 MHz) applications or in noisy signal environments.

The system parameters are as follows:

- Phase bits are in unsigned fractional cycle representation with:
  - phase accumulator word-length determined by frequency resolution, and
  - 16 bits prior to addition of the sum of 2 uniform phase dither variances, with ≥5 bits after dither addition and truncation;

- Amplitude look-up-table with:
  - > 8 entries (using quadrant symmetries) of ≥16 bits each normalized so that the sinusoid amplitude equals 2048 16-bit quantization steps less than the full-scale value;

- Linear feedback shift register PN generator with ≥18 lags producing one 3 1-bit amplitude dither variance, and

- Two LFSR PN generators each with ≥24 lags for generation of two 12-bit phase dither variances, initialized to different states.

A 12-bit full adder to sum the two phase-dither variances into a 3-bit result.

7 Simulation Results

Figures 2 through 4 illustrate the spurious improvement of higher-order phase dithering when the look-up phase word-length is constrained to be 5 bits. The frequency is the same for all three figures. The dither signals were generated by a 24-tap LFSR PN generator, forming multi-bit words from the instantaneous contents of the shift register. As such, the dither sequences are not quite white, with a slight low-pass coloration with less than 5 dB drop across the entire band. These simulation results were generated with 512k point, unwided FFT's. For display purposes, the positive frequency half of the resulting spectra were compressed by taking the maximum of each block of 64 adjacent power values.

Figure 2 illustrates the worst-case phase spur performance, produced as in [1], at a level of -26 dBc for five-bit phase lookup. Note that in this case, all of the phase quantization error power is in: discrete frequency components, causing the spur and some slight distortion of the fundamental.

Figure 3 illustrates the improvement gained with first-order dithering. The measured average noise power spectral density, before compression by maximum, is -71 dBc per FFT bin, giving a total noise power of -20 dBc. The worst-case phase spur is noticeable at a level of -52.3 dBc, in agreement with theory.

Figure 4 shows the same frequency with second-order dithering. The average noise power is -74 dBc per FFT bin. As can be seen, the spur is substantially reduced to below the level of the noise, in fact, for this frequency, the worst-case, for both the unwhitened and the first-order dithering, $E\{e^2[n]\}$ is a constant $5'$, making any spurs present $O(\Delta^2)$ in amplitude. The dither signals were generated using two 24-tap LFSR PN generators, with the same generator polynomial.

Figure 5 shows a worst-case result for second-order dithering to 4 bits of phase. The dither sequence was generated as in Figure 4, in order to show spurs clearly, a 16 Megapoint FFT was performed in this case. For display purposes, the positive frequency half of the resulting spectrum was compressed by taking the maximum of each block of 512 adjacent power values. The results show residual second-order spurs at the predicted levels for 4 bits, approximately -72 dBc.

8 Conclusion

The technique of higher-order phase dithering for reducing the complexity of high-spectral purity digital sinusoid generators has been presented and analyzed. This technique adds $M$ uniform random deviates to reduce the word length used to represent a sinusoid's phase value while introducing periodic components at a level of $-6(M + 1)$ dBc per bit, and a white noise floor. While the noise level added in taking full advantage of even second-order dithering ($M = 2$) may be too high for low speed, high SNR applications, the the whiteness of the added noise makes this technique ideal for use in high speed (> 500 MHz) integrated-circuit sinusoid generators. Linear feedback shift register-based PN generators can be used as a low-complexity dither generator with this technique, providing a straightforward path to VI.S simplification. For further circuitry savings, the resulting sinusoids samples may be amplitude dithered to reduce their word length without significant loss.
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